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How Charles Moore went viral before “going viral” was ever actually a thing 

Impactful photographs have often been referred to as a snapshot in time. That moniker genuinely 
captures both the literal and figurative impact of photos. Literal in the sense that a photograph is 
the printing of a specific image onto film using a camera, and figurative in the sense that the 
same photograph can serve as a permanent reminder for specific eras in time all throughout 
history. We’ve all taken photographs of our own and held on to them for reasons of our own. 
They cater to us for a myriad of different reasons none greater than the other and all of equal 
importance. Those photos allow for us to remember loved ones, remember ourselves, capture 
pivotal instances in our lives, entertain us, and an endless list of other reasons.    

Due to the way that our minds process information, visual communication in the form of 
photographs is of the utmost importance. Photographs communicate messages to us that 
sometimes cannot be conveyed through text. For example, the internet is littered with 
photographs of chilfren who are hearing for the first time. Sure it’s impossible to gather that they 
are actually hearing for the first time just by looking at a still image, but the expressions on their 
little faces in these images can only be described as the sum of unbridled emotions worth 
capturing. It’s understandable that the photographer captured these images for personal reasons 
initially, but those same images eventually went on to take on a life of their own as they were 
spread to the public. Speaking of photographs that take on a life of their own, photographer 
Charles Moore has gifted us with some of the most iconic photos the civil rights movement has 
ever produced. Serving as a photographer in April of 1963, Charles Moore managed to open the 
eyes of Americans all throughout the country with the use of his photographs. While stationed 
down in Birmingham Alabama to cover the Abernathy trial, Moore took photographs of the 
conflict taking place between peaceful protesters and the police. Those photos consisted of MLK 
jr being arrested, men and women of color being attacked by police officers with weapons and 
dogs, and the general feelings of the hurt and pain experienced by those in Birmingham at the 
time. In a literal sense, all Moore did was take photos that documented a tumultuous time in 
american history, but in a figurative sense he managed to show the world what he was witnessing 
himself through still images.   

No manuscripts or long drawn out verbal accounts of the events were necessary because the 
images spoke for themselves. As a photographer, Moore knew that he could effectively capture 
the moment without any additional input from himself. He knew that decent people would 
recognize how wrong it was to see men and women being brutalized at the hands of people who 
were supposed to be protecting and serving. It’s incredibly similar to the role that photographs 
and more so moving images play in our current political climate. The BLM movement has 
gained momentum worldwide not simply because of photographs themselves, but because of the 
emotions evoked by and events captured through photographs. 

 

 
 


